
 
/*************************************************************************** 
 Below is implementation for the nodes in our game. This class creates a 
healing, spiked, and stealth node and sets the particles for it. It also 
handles the logic for the various effects when the player passes over the 
node. We wanted each node to have a various effect to the player and a 
specific particle color. 
We decided that the red nodes would do damage to the player, the blue would 
replenish the player’s stealth, and the green would give the player back some 
health. We also used very similar logic when we made our trap ability for the 
player in the game. 
****************************************************************************/ 
 
#define HEALVALUE 50 
#define SPIKEDAMAGE 1 
/**************************************************************************** 
    Constructor for the node. It takes in a game state pointer and sets the 
    default node properties 
***************************************************************************/ 
GameNode::GameNode(GameState* gameState) : gameState_(gameState) 
{ 
  //make the node a healer node by default and initalize the particle system 
to it 
  componentType = typeHealerNode; 
  particle_ = 0; 
} 
/*************************************************************************** 
    Destructor for node. 
***************************************************************************/ 
GameNode::~GameNode() 
{ 
  //if the node has a particle system, then delete it after we are done with 
the node 
  if(particle_) 
    delete particle_; 
} 
 
/*************************************************************************** 
    This function is called at the start of the level. It adds the particle 
system to the node along with the particle position, velocity and color. 
****************************************************************************/ 
void GameNode::Start() 
{ 
  //check to make sure the current game object is a node 
  if(myGameObject->GetComponent(typeNode)) 
  { 
    Node* node = (Node*)myGameObject->GetComponent(typeNode); 
     
    //create the particle with the fountain effect that will last for 2 
seconds 



    particle_ = new ParticleSystemClass(FOUNTAIN,2,gameState_); 
 
    //add the particle to the graphics system 
    GRAPHICS->AddParticleSystem(particle_); 
 
    //make sure the particles move in an upward motion from the nodes 
position 
    particle_->SetParticleVelocity(-1.0f); 
 
    //grabs the objects position and set the particle to where the node is 
    particle_->SetParticlePosition(myGameObject->position); 
      
    //this will make random shades of green particles come out of the healer 
nodes 
    if(node->CheckNodeType(HEALERNODE)) 
      particle_->SetColorRange(0.37f,1.0f,0.0f,0.0f,0.0f,0.0f); 
     
    //this will make random shades of blue particles come out of the healer 
nodes 
    if(node->CheckNodeType(STEALTHNODE)) 
      particle_->SetColorRange(0.0f,1.0f,1.0f,1.0f,1.0f,1.0f); 
 
    //this will make random shades of red particles come out of the healer 
nodes 
    if(node->CheckNodeType(SPIKENODE)) 
      particle_->SetColorRange(1.0f,0.23f,0.17f,0.75f,0.0f,0.0f); 
  } 
} 
 
/**************************************************************************** 
    This function is designed to give the logic to the nodes when the player 
comes into contact with one. 
****************************************************************************/ 
void GameNode::ApplyNodeEffect(GameObject* object) 
{ 
  //if the current object is the player 
  if(object->GetComponent(typePlayerController)) 
  { 
    PlayerControllerComponent* player = (PlayerControllerComponent*)object-
>GetComponent(typePlayerController); 
      
    //if the player has come into contact with a node 
    if(myGameObject->GetComponent(typeNode)) 
    { 
      //Make a pointer to that specific node 
      Node* node = (Node*)myGameObject->GetComponent(typeNode); 
       
      //check the type of the node and apply the various effects 
      //if we are on a healer node 
      if(node->CheckNodeType(HEALERNODE)) 



      { 
         //play the healing sound 
         Systems::SendMsg(Msg::PLAYSOUND, "eHealthUp"); 
          
         //decrease some of the players alert level 
         player->SetAlertLevel(player->GetAlertLevel() + HEALVALUE); 
          
         //node has now lost it's effect and becomes a normal node 
         node->SetNodeType(NORMALNODE); 
          
         //node is now normal, so delete the particle system 
         delete particle_; 
         particle_ = 0; 
      } 
 
      //if our node we are on is a stealth node 
      if(node->CheckNodeType(STEALTHNODE)) 
      { 
         //play the stealth pickup sound 
         Systems::SendMsg(Msg::PLAYSOUND, "eStealthUp"); 
          
         //node now has used it's effect and is a normal node 
         node->SetNodeType(NORMALNODE); 
          
         //player now has gained max stealth 
         player->SetStealth(STEALTHMAX); 
          
         //since node is now normal, delete the particles emitting from it 
         delete particle_; 
         particle_ = 0; 
      } 
       
      //if our node we're on is a spiked node 
      if(node->CheckNodeType(SPIKENODE)) 
      { 
         //apply damage to the player since he's on a spiked node 
         player->SetAlertLevel(player->GetAlertLevel() - SPIKEDAMAGE); 
      } 
 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
 
 
 
 


